Atomic fuel sale approved — Following seven hours of debate, the Senate approved the Administration's proposed sale of enriched uranium fuels to India, by a 48-46 margin. While the House had disapproved of the sale last week, both chambers had to vote against the sale for it to be stopped. The vote is seen as a major victory for Carter, preventing an embarrassing reversal of foreign policy in the midst of his re-election campaign.

Israeli ouster attempt denied — Arab diplomats denied reports Wednesday that the Islamic foreign ministers had decided to push for the expulsion of Israel from the United Nations following their meeting in Fez, Morocco. A spokesman said that the report was "premature" and a final decision would have to await further consultations among the ministers in New York. Said the spokesman, "We’re not interested in making yet another move against Israel and not succeeding."

Renault takes over AMC — Renault, the French Government-owned auto maker, will become the principal owner of the American Motors Corporation, under a $200 million agreement announced today. AMC had sought the arrangement to avoid the possible financial collapse of its auto-making operations. The current AMC management will remain even though the French corporation has purchased 46 percent of the American company's outstanding stock. Future plans for AMC include the production of French- and American-designed cars and the marketing of imported Renault cars built in France.

Dope used to generate electricity — Florida Power and Light will be burning the marijuana seized by the United States Customs Service in an experimental program designed to provide savings for the utility and dispose of the confiscated drugs. The Customs service has had problems in the past with burning the "dope" as it burns so fiercely that conventional incinerators have been damaged.
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By Richard Sale

Weather

Rain this morning, ending by afternoon. Becoming partly sunny with highs in the upper 60's. Clear and cool tonight, lows in the upper 40's. For Saturday and Sunday, mostly sunny and pleasant. Highs in the mid to upper 60's, lows near 50. Chance of rain 90 percent this morning, decreasing to 20 percent tonight through Sunday. Meanwhile, tropical storm Hermine continues to meander on the Mexican Coast near Vera Cruz. It is no threat to the United States.

By James Franklin

personalize your lifestyle

FREE monogram with purchase of any shirt, sweater, turtleneck or bermuda bag

- Oxford cloth button down shirt: 60% cotton / 40% poly, $18
- Turtleneck, 100% cotton, assorted colors, $6
- Bermuda bag, covers only $10
- Sweaters in shetland and wool blends — cable or plain $17
- Shetland and wool blends — cable or plain $17
- $15
- Winter hats $3 & $4
- Mohair collar $7
- Leather trim belt $7

See full list of items and prices at the Coop

The Coop

MIT Student Center